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Abstract: The landscape is an essential resource for attracting tourists to a destination, but this
resource has long been overused by tourism development. Tourists and scholars have begun noticing
the interference of human structures in the natural environment and how this can change the
meaning of a landscape. In this study, the impact of artificial elements on mountain landscapes was
investigated by measuring the characteristics of visual perception and a landscape value assessment
using eye-tracking analysis. Furthermore, this study includes socio-demographic features for testing
whether they have an impact on landscape perception. The results show that human structures
impact both visual perception and the perceived value of landscapes. Hotels and temples attract
more visual attention than a purely natural landscape. Modern hotels appear to have a negative
influence on mountain landscape valuation, while temples with unique culture have positive impacts.
Socio-demographic groups differ significantly in how they observe landscape images and, to a degree,
how they value the landscape therein. Our study should be of value to landscape planning and
tourism policy making.

Keywords: landscape perception; artificial element; eye movement; socio-demography; tourism
resource conservation

1. Introduction

A landscape can be defined as a space viewed or appreciated by a person or the
scenery of one’s daily life. The landscape is endowed with values by its inherent aesthetics,
culture, or other merits that can be perceived by people’s senses [1]. Continued research
on landscapes has altered the way people think about it; a more current conception of the
landscape is an environment produced by ongoing interaction between human and the sur-
roundings around them [2–4]. Therefore, a landscape can be recognized by its two features:
the landscape is formed by the interaction between human beings and the environment
around them, and it is perceived or evaluated by people for its meaning within a place.
The unique emotional or physical experience the landscape attracts tourists [5,6]. However,
these important tourism resources are being consumed excessively in modern society,
resulting in problems such as unsustainable utilization and environmental visual pollution.
As one of the fastest-growing economic activities in China, tourism development alters
the landscape by shaping its appearance and, therefore, the original meaning of a place.
Modern structures or facilities interfering the landscape may alter people’s perception and,
in turn, their preference for tourism destinations, perhaps leading them to abandon it.

Perception is an intrinsic attribute of the landscape. Expressed in the form of space,
the composition and layout of a landscape constitute what it affords; that is to say that
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landscape affordance can be received spontaneously by people’s sensory organs [7]. Visual
sense plays a vital role in landscape perception; studies have demonstrated that people
apperceive about 80 percent of outsider information through their visual systems [8]. A
large amount of research has been conducted and involves the visual aspects of landscapes,
and they are mostly carried out under the psycho-physical paradigm that regards landscape
perception as a result of a stimulus-response relationship between human beings and
the surrounding environment [1,9–12]. Aesthetic value receives most of the attention in
landscape visual studies. Different landscapes show a variety of aesthetic features, yet
they share certain underlying concepts in common. An index system for assessing the
aesthetic value of a landscape consists of common indicators such as harmony, diversity,
and mystery; systems that are similar have been studied, established, and applied in
research and projects [4,13–16]. Daniel and Boster (1976) initially came up with the Scenic
Beauty Estimation (SBE) method to evaluate the visual quality of a forest landscape [13]. A
Semantic Differential (SD) scale is another frequently used method for evaluating landscape
visual quality [17]. Related research has been extended to the landscape studies of cities,
rural areas, gardens, roads, and more [18–21]. Cultural value is another essential landscape
attribute that people perceive. As the most distinct feature in a regional context, culture
can be seen as a type of immaterial tourism resource, and its outcomes provide economic
benefit [22,23]. Tourists always pursue the sense of place or special experience generated
by a unique cultural environment [24–26]. Other related studies have focused on the
intrinsic meaning of cultural landscapes or places, the utilization and protection of heritage,
the value and management of rural or urban cultural landscapes, and the environmental
concerns as a landscape or a place has changed [27–32].

As modernism has globally spread, a question has been raised regarding whether
modern architecture truly fits into landscapes with inherent local natural and cultural
values. A landscape visual impact would be brought forth if the landscape changed
when some entities invaded or moved out, causing a general irritation of emotional or
psychological harm to viewers [33–35]. Relevant studies have focused on the harmony of
human facilities set in a natural environment, the authenticity of landscape reconstruction,
and world heritage protection [36–42]. In recent years, obtrusive man-made facilities
and buildings interfering in scenic spots have irritated tourists and earned the notoriety,
similarly to a misplaced brushstroke in a painting. Landscape reconstruction and visual
threshold can be analyzed via GIS or an evaluation scale questionnaire, and such tools are
important for investigating a landscape’s visual impact [43–45]. Many studies focus on
how man made facilities such as roads, buildings, and renewable-energy farms affect the
landscape’s natural properties and cause visual pollution [46–49]. There are some studies
conducted to discuss the impact of cultural elements on the natural landscape during
tourism development [31,50]. Little research has been conducted on modern buildings or
facilities installed at natural tourism destinations. Built facility expansion resulting from
tourism or other economic activities is the main theme in the impact of artificial elements
research, including both positive and negative impacts [51–53]. Visual impact is one of the
most common factors that account for the unsustainable utilization of tourism resources,
but researchers have long been neglecting it. This study tested the impact of artificial
element intervention in natural tourism resources from a perception perspective. Our
study tries to fill in these gaps in existing research.

According to environmental cognitive psychology, a landscape as a stimulus can be
perceived simultaneously and spontaneously through two processes: a top-down mode
and a bottom-up mode. Bottom-up is an ’outside-in’ information process, i.e., a variety of
information from the external environment stimulates people’s feelings and causes them
to reflect. The landscape component as external information refers to physical features
such as artificial buildings or the entire cultural or natural appearance of a landscape. Top-
down means an ’inside-out’ target-tracking task driven by the conceptions or established
knowledge obtained from previous experience [54–56]. The human component such
as internal consciousness encompasses past experience, knowledge, and expectations
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shaped by an individual’s or a group’s socio-cultural context [57,58]. Demographics has
been studied as a variable that partly explains the differences among several groups in
landscape preference, tourism destination choice, and environmental behavior. Gender,
age, education, income, ethnicity, and childhood background are the main characteristic
descriptors in such studies [59–65]. Landscape is a discourse constructed from a method of
perception that represents an identifiable socio-demographic group owing to a particular
cultural mode or collective value [2]. Due to the fact that certain experiences, values, or
attitudes shared by one group are different from the others, landscape perception varies
between different groups and different levels of certain properties, including expertise
and ethnicity [66–68]. Two types of landscape perception and evaluation approach are
developed: an expert/design approach and a public perception-based approach [69]. The
first focuses on knowledge about landscape attributes that is evaluated by several experts;
the latter involves evaluations from public perspectives and is considered a more reliable
measure [69–71]. Although the public participation method has been used in urban and
tourism planning, a human’s perception is still difficult to measure quantitatively, and
often a more holistic and innovative method is needed [72,73].

The interaction between the physical landscape and personal knowledge is expressed
through visual characteristics, landscape assessment, and attitude. Likewise, visual explo-
ration can be explained as driven by two main factors: environmental stimuli and our own
individual interests and intentions. Therefore, landscape value assessment results might
be connected to the visual features demonstrated by physical eye movements [74–76]. As a
psychological method, eye-tracking has been employed recently in landscape visual per-
ception research. Visual behavior can be measured quantitatively and objectively through
eye-tracking experiments, which entails, for example, a direct documentation of the loca-
tion, duration, and order of the subjects’ gazes; all of this can be obtained easily, clearly
revealing the visual perceptual process [77,78]. Eye tracking has been applied in research
on forest landscape [79], urban green space [73,80,81], landmark landscape [82], and rural
landscape [66,75,83] in recent years. Landscape characteristics such as format, color, and
openness have been applied as main variables in landscape perception. Some studies
focus on the socio-demographic or acoustic variables during the landscape viewing process
and demonstrate that humanistic elements do have an impact on landscape visual be-
haviors [73,79,84,85]. The visual impact of humanistic attributes on the natural landscape
is usually discussed in this research area, but a negative or positive value assessment
is lacking. Some research focuses on the tourism advertising effect [86,87] and tourism
map cognition [88–90]. Little research has been constructed from the utilization of tourism
landscapes [84,91,92], and the impact of artificial elements on tourism landscapes is rarely
studied. The key point of these studies is the difference in landscape visual attention or
landscape attractiveness. The mechanism behind the difference in visual perception still
requires future research.

A theory and literature review demonstrates that landscape perception has been stud-
ied for a long time, but most analysis is concerned mainly with the separate views of either
landscape surface features or different groups of observers; analysis combining external
and internal factors as an entire landscape perception system remains to be discussed in
depth. We, therefore, found our research conception framework based on the environmen-
tal cognitive process (Figure 1). Traditional methods such as a questionnaire survey are
generally used in studies of landscape perception. Eye tracking as a more objective method
has been applied in landscape studies recently, but there is little research on the impact of
artificial elements on tourism landscapes. Modern tourism has been developed along with
globalization; the impact of this development on the landscape requires further research.
This article quantifies visual perception and value assessments as artificial elements and
external stimuli that interfere in a natural landscape. Demographically, we also investigated
landscape perception variations between different groups. Finally, the applicability of the
eye movement analysis method relative to landscape perception and assessment research
is discussed. Our hypotheses are as follows: (1) artificial elements in a natural landscape
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cause differences in visual behavior, (2) artificial elements in a natural landscape cause
differences in landscape value assessment, and (3) social demographics have an impact on
landscape observation and evaluation.

Figure 1. Conceptual framework of landscape perception.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Case Selection

As one of the most important resources for tourism, the mountain landscape has
long been utilized for leisure purposes. Located in a densely populated area, because of
their accessibility with a convenient transportation, the pleasant nature at a comfortable
altitude (most of the mountains are below 2000 M in height), and the rich culture of religion
and literature, the the mountains of Eastern China were tourist destinations first and only
underwent intensive tourism development in recent years [93–95]. It is precisely because of
the unique natural and cultural values the mountains are endowed with that many of them
are listed as either natural or cultural World Heritage Sites or both. Mount Tai, for example,
was listed as a World Cultural and Natural Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1987 as it was
“the object of an imperial cult [. . . ], and the artistic masterpieces found there are in perfect
harmony with the natural landscape” [96]. On such values, the mass tourism development
of mountains in Eastern China began, along with China’s reform and opening up, and went
through rapid development from the late 20th century. Tourism development for mountains
is experiencing intense conflicts between utilization and protection. These mountains are
always popular scenic spots in holidays. For example, about 166,200 tourists visited Mount
Tai in 2019 on the Labor Day holiday, and 5.68 million tourists in total visited over the entire
year. Mount Huang has maintained over 3 million tourists per year since 2012, except for
the years after the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic. Unlike the old temples that were
shaped in harmony with the landscape, large modern buildings and facilities are being
created to accommodate a large number of tourists. Landscape protection gives way to
maximizing economic benefit. The mountain landscape has been severely devastated, and
people’s perception and value assessment of it is changing [94,97]. Accurately assessing
the impact of artificial elements on mountain landscape perception and evaluation will
contribute to resolving the tourism paradox of protection and exploitation.

2.2. Research Design
2.2.1. Experimental Design

A two by three experimental design was applied in this study. The landscape type
is the within-subject variable, and it has three levels: the natural landscape, the temple
landscape, and the hotel landscape. The between-subject variables are gender, expertise,
and nationality, each of which has two levels: male and female, expert and layman,
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and Chinese and foreigner, respectively. The dependent variables are landscape value
assessment and eye movement characteristics.

2.2.2. Photograph Stimuli

Landscape photographs have been chosen as experiment stimuli in previous landscape
studies and have proven to have the same effect with the real landscape [98–100]. In this
study, three similar photos for each landscape type, nine in total, were selected from the
official websites of tourism bureaus or scenic spot committees. The images posted on the
official website were regarded as the distinctive landscapes in a scenic area. The official
websites are always the first and most important info portal for tourists, so the images
on official websites are viewed frequently by the masses and are familiar to them. The
images on official websites are endowed with the representativeness of the real mountain
landscape. With rich natural and cultural connotations, the mountain landscape has
experienced a long period of tourism development history, such as those of Mount Tai and
Mount Huang (Figure 2). A long shot or a medium shot view was applied when selecting
the landscape photos.

Figure 2. Landscape images. Images were selected from the official websites of tourism bureaus
or scenic spot committees, including the Management Committee of Huangshan National Park
(http://hsgwh.huangshan.gov.cn/) (accessed on 26 February 2018), the Management Committee
of Scenic Spots and Historic Sites of Taishan (http://tsgw.taian.gov.cn/) (accessed on 26 February
2018), the Wudang Mountains Tourism Portal (http://ly.wudangshan.gov.cn/) (accessed on 26
February 2018), the Mount Laoshan tourism Portal (http://www.qdlaoshan.cn/) (accessed on 26
February 2018), and the Committee of Mount Jiuhua (http://www.jiuhuashan.gov.cn/) (accessed on
26 February 2018).

2.2.3. Mountain Landscape Value Assessment Scale

The mountain landscape was evaluated from the perspective of tourists’ perceptions.
The assessment index system has been well studied. Four indicators of coherence, com-
plexity, legibility, and mystery were chosen in the environmental preference evaluation
in Kaplan’s research [101]. Tveit, Ode, and Fry presented a framework for analyzing
landscape visual characteristics based on nine key visual concepts, namely stewardship,
coherence, disturbance, historicity, visual scale, imageability, complexity, naturalness, and
ephemera [35,40,102]. Aesthetic values and cultural values are the major components used
in mountain landscape evaluation; visitors are attracted to these mountains principally
because of these two values in Eastern China [93,94]. In this research, aesthetic and cultural
values were emphasized in the mountain landscape value assessment. Five indices for
both aesthetics and culture were itemized based on the landscape assessment system of
Kaplan, Tveit, Ode, and Fry. Charm, ecology, peace, diversity, and harmony were likewise

http://hsgwh.huangshan.gov.cn/
http://tsgw.taian.gov.cn/
http://ly.wudangshan.gov.cn/
http://www.qdlaoshan.cn/
http://www.jiuhuashan.gov.cn/
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selected for the aesthetic value assessment, and peculiarity, typicality, cultural connotation,
mystery, and protection value were selected for the cultural value assessment (Table 1).
Furthermore, the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) assessment system set by UNESCO
as the main tool in World Heritage Site selection, which includes six cultural and four
natural criteria emphasizing uniqueness, historicity, aesthetic, geomorphology, ecology,
etc., was also referred to in our mountain landscape value assessment system [103]. The
questionnaire consisted of two parts: a five-point Likert scale of value assessment and a
demographic information survey.

Table 1. Mountain landscape value assessment scale (Ath means aesthetic value and Cul means
cultural value).

Assessment Content Index Index Description

Aesthetic value Ath1 This landscape has graceful charm.
Aesthetic value Ath2 This landscape is ecologically vibrant.
Aesthetic value Ath3 This This landscape makes me feel peaceful.
Aesthetic value Ath4 This landscape contains much diversity.
Aesthetic value Ath5 This landscape is harmonious.
Cultural value Cul1 This landscape reflects the peculiar characteristics of a mountain landscape.
Cultural value Cul2 This landscape represents the characteristics of mountains in China.
Cultural value Cul3 This landscape has profound cultural connotations.
Cultural value Cul4 This landscape is full of mystery.
Cultural value Cul5 This landscape contains significant value and ought to be protected.

2.3. Subjects and Data Collection
2.3.1. Subjects

A total of 106 students with either normal or corrected vision from Nanjing University
(NJU) were invited to participate in the experiment by using informative flyers and posters
distributed throughout NJU. College students are considered to have a certain level of
knowledge in terms of thinking and acting independently. They tend to pay more attention
to tourism information. Thus, they can perceive and evaluate the tourism landscape
more quickly and accurately. After manually scrutinizing and excluding abnormal values
(extreme and zero values), data of 96 subjects were filtered and assessed as effective for
analysis in this study. Of the 96 subjects, 51 percent were males and 49 percent were
females; students with landscape—or tourism—related expertise (experts) accounted
for 37.5 percent, and laymen accounted for 62.5 percent. Chinese subjects accounted
for 78.1 percent, and foreigners accounted for 21.9 percent. The foreign participants’
countries of origin included Germany, Pakistan, Indonesia, South Korea, Russia, Ukraine,
and Vietnam.

2.3.2. Data Collection

During the experiment, an SMI MOBILE eye tracker was used with a laptop (1600 ∗
900 screen resolution) to track the subjects’ eye movements, and an iPad was used for the
landscape value assessment questionnaire survey. At first, the subjects were asked to view
the photos on the laptop screen in a random order. After finishing one photo, the subjects
would press the left arrow to view the next one. Subject-controlled viewing time for each
photo prevented insufficient viewing time or observational data that did not reveal real
landscape preference and eye movement characteristics. After the eye-tracking experiment,
the subjects were asked to complete a landscape value assessment questionnaire about
the landscapes they had just viewed on the laptop. Each experiment of the subjects lasted
about three minutes.

2.4. Data Analysis
2.4.1. General Analysis of ETM

BeGaze 3.7, the software package provided with the SMI eye-tracker, was used to
export the data of eye tracking metrics (ETM) in well-structured Excel files. Fixation count
(FC) and fixation duration (FD) were selected as the eye movement indicators based on
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which subjects’ perception behavior would be analyzed [87,104]. Fixation count (FC) is the
number of fixations measured in counts (c). A higher FC indicates that the participants
processed more but not necessarily useful information during the viewing time. Fixation
duration (FD) is the total duration time of all fixations for an image, measured in seconds
(s). The longer the FD, the more interested the participants were [90].

Since each landscape type included three similar landscape images, the subjects’ FC
and FD for each landscape type were calculated by averaging the values of the three
similar landscape images. Multiplying 96 subjects by three landscape types and by two eye
movement indicators yielded data containing 576 eye movement records in total. Aesthetic
and cultural landscape values were integrated by averaging their five index scores for
the three similar landscape pictures. Similarly, the data of the 576 records of landscape
value assessment indicators were usually distributed. A log transformation was applied to
convert eye movement data into the normal distribution for later analysis.

2.4.2. Creating the Eye-Tracking Maps

A heat map can be created in BeGaze 3.7 directly. The heat map is projected onto
the original image to highlight the observed areas. On the heat map, red means a high
amount of observations, green means a lower amount, and no color means almost no
observation. Our research obtained nine heat maps by positioning fixation points and
overlaying viewing time on landscape images (Figure 3). A scan path map can be created
by orderly connecting lines between the fixation points in BeGaze 3.7. The scan path map
shows the attention process. Subjects in a landscape always notice prominent elements.
We, therefore, can obtain the attention sequence by analyzing the scan path. By capturing
the scan path characteristics at the 0.1th second and the 0.5th second of the viewing process,
we obtained six scan path maps (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Heat maps of landscape images.
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Figure 4. Scan path maps of three types of landscapes at 0.1 s and 0.5 s: (a) the natural landscape,
(b) the temple landscape, and (c) the hotel landscape.

2.4.3. Perception Difference of Three Landscapes and Demographics Analysis

The classical difference analysis method was applied in this research. One-way re-
peated measures ANOVA was conducted to test the difference of visual behavior and
landscape value assessment among natural, temple, and hotel landscapes. A least signifi-
cant difference pairwise comparison method was used to further discuss each difference
between the three landscapes. Two variables, landscape type and demographics, were
tested by using two-way repeated measures ANOVA to test the demographic differences.
Furthermore, the differences in demographic features were also obtained from the tests of
the between-subjects effect.

3. Results
3.1. Eye-Tracking Maps of Landscape Images

Heat maps can be created by positioning fixation points and overlaying viewing time
on landscape images. By visualizing all the fixation points and the total fixation duration
from the 96 subjects, nine heat maps of the landscape images were obtained (Figure 3). The
heat maps analysis indicates that natural landscapes encompassed a wider visual scope.
For natural landscapes, visual attention not only concentrated on the center of the image
but also scattered around the center. Visual attention on the temple landscape and the
hotel landscape focused mainly on the artificial elements in the image and was constrained
within a relatively smaller area than the natural landscape. The visual difference between
the natural landscape and the landscapes with an artificial element is clearly presented in
heat maps. Therefore, hypothesis one was demonstrated to be true.

Nearly all the subjects’ visual focus was fixed on the image center for all landscape
types at the 0.1th second of the experiment. At the 0.5th second, the subjects’ second
fixation point appeared; viewing paths were drawn by connecting these two points with a
line (Figure 4). In the temple and hotel landscapes, nearly all the subjects’ second fixation
points were located on the artificial elements in the temple and hotel landscapes. This
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differs from the natural landscape. In the natural landscape, the second fixation points
were still collected near the very center in the visual field (the image center). Fixation
changes are clearly revealed in the scan path maps (Figure 4). Thereafter, the subjects’
fixation points remained focused on the artificial elements in the temple landscape and the
hotel landscape and focused on the image geometric center in the natural landscape for
the remainder of the viewing time. The results demonstrate that artificial elements in the
natural landscape are more likely to attract subjects’ attention.

3.2. Eye Movement and Value Assessment of Three Landscapes

One-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to test the visual differences
between the natural, temple, and hotel landscapes. The results show that the FCs of the
three landscapes are different in terms of statistical significance (F = 7.532, p = 0.001). The
hotel landscape has the highest viewing counts with a mean of 19.858. The FC mean of the
temple landscape is 18.792. The natural landscape shows the lowest viewing counts with a
mean of 16.962. The hotel and temple landscapes received more information and attention
than compared to the natural landscape. The same results were found in FD. For the three
landscapes, the hotel landscape shows the highest FD. The FD mean values of the hotel
and temple landscapes are 5.033 s and 4.926 s, respectively, which are also higher than that
of the natural landscape, which is 4.267 s. There is also a significant difference statistically
in FD among the three landscapes (F = 4.521, p = 0.012). This demonstrates that artificial
elements in the natural mountain landscape impact visual perception, further proving
Hypothesis 1. The same method was applied to analyze the differences in landscape value
assessment. Three landscape types differ significantly in their aesthetic value (F = 18.285,
p = 0.000). Likewise, the cultural values of the three landscapes are also different in terms
of statistical significance (F = 44.770, p = 0.000). The temple landscape obtained the highest
score both in aesthetic value (mean = 3.641) and cultural value (mean = 3.719), while
the hotel landscape obtained the lowest score both in aesthetic value (mean = 3.260) and
cultural value (mean = 2.994). Hypothesis 2 was confirmed. The difference is clearly
revealed by the boxplots of eye movement and value assessment for the three landscapes
(Figure 5).

Figure 5. Boxplots of eye movement and value assessment for the three landscapes. The fixation
count is measured in counts (c), and the fixation duration is measured in seconds (s).

A least significant difference pairwise comparison method was used to further discuss
each difference between the three landscapes; the results are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The
results demonstrate that temples and hotels have a significantly higher FC and FD than
a purely natural landscape, while there is no significant difference between the temple
and hotel landscapes. Natural and temple landscapes differed significantly from the hotel
landscape in terms of aesthetic value, while the difference between the natural and temple
landscapes was not significant. Compared to the hotel landscape, the natural landscape
and temple landscape had higher aesthetic and cultural values. Regarding cultural value,
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each landscape differed significantly from one another. The hotel landscape has far less
cultural value than the two other landscapes, and the temple landscape received the highest
cultural value assessment score (Table 2). The same conclusions can also be drawn from
Figure 5.

Table 2. Statistical description of three landscapes in terms of eye movement and landscape values.

Landscape
Fixation Count Fixation Duration Aesthetic Value Cultural Value

N
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Natural 16.962 11.372 4.267 3.171 3.580 0.490 3.465 0.578 96
Temple 18.792 14.297 4.926 4.390 3.641 0.611 3.719 0.604 96
Hotel 19.858 14.420 5.033 4.502 3.260 0.735 2.994 0.942 96

Table 3. Least significant difference pairwise comparison of three landscapes.

Landscape Pairs
Fixation Count Fixation Duration Aesthetic Value Cultural Value

N
p SD Er. p SD Er. p SD Er. p SD Er.

Natural-Temple 0.040 0.016 0.010 0.018 0.336 0.063 0.000 0.068 96
Natural-Hotel 0.001 0.018 0.021 0.020 0.000 0.081 0.000 0.101 96
Temple-Hotel 0.406 0.015 0.929 0.016 0.000 0.062 0.000 0.082 96

3.3. Socio-Demographic Differences in Landscape Perception

Two variables, landscape type and demographics, were tested by using two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA. Tests of the within-subjects effect indicated that the differences
of eye movement and value assessment between the three landscapes (natural, temple, and
hotel) were significant, consistent with the analysis above. All three demographic features
(gender, expertise, and nationality) have no interaction effect on landscape type. This
means that whether demographic features show a significant difference in eye movement
or landscape value assessment had no significant relevance to the variable of landscape
type. We directly obtained the difference between demographic features from the tests
of the between-subjects effect (Table 4). Eye movement, i.e., both FC and FD, shows
significant differences between men and women. Gender, expertise, and nationality are the
demographic reasons for the differences in landscape value assessment.

Table 4. Demographic differences in eye movement and landscape value assessment.

Demographic
Feature

Fixation Count Fixation Duration Aesthetic Value Cultural Value
N

F p F p F p F p

Gender 9.682 0.002 7.743 0.007 5.075 0.027 0.170 0.681 F47, M49
Expertise 0.831 0.364 0.425 0.516 3.012 0.086 4.611 0.034 E36, L60

Nationality 2.282 0.134 2.576 0.112 10.869 0.001 7.973 0.006 C75, F21

There are significant gender differences in visual perception, with higher FC and FD
in males than females. Men tended to observe the landscape images in more detail and for
a longer duration. Likewise, men generally showed higher landscape value assessment
scores, whereas women showed higher cultural value assessment. Compared to laymen,
experts have higher FCs and longer viewing times but lower landscape value assessment
scores. Foreigners appeared to score higher than Chinese participants in terms of both
eye movement and landscape value assessments. Although eye movement differences
in expertise and nationality showed no statistical significance, the obvious gaps were
indicated by comparing the mean values of FC and FD between experts and laymen and
between Chinese and foreigners. Women scored a higher average cultural value than men
in terms of natural landscapes, which may account for the insignificant difference. Figure 6
illustrates the difference in the mean values in gender, expertise, and nationality, which
solidly supports our analysis above. Therefore, we claim that demographic features such
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as gender, expertise, and nationality show differences in general. That is, demographic
features have impacts on landscape observation and evaluation. The validity of Hypothesis
3 is thereby demonstrated.

Figure 6. Mean values of eye movement and landscape assessment under gender, expertise, and
nationality. The fixation count is measured in counts (c), and the fixation duration is measured in
seconds (s).

4. Discussion

Landscape perception is an integrated outcome of the intrinsic physical appearance of
the landscape and a posteriori knowledge of social demographics [1,105]. In the present
study, we applied a systematic method to verify this landscape perception process by
combining eye movement and value assessment. Both eye movement and value assessment
can be regarded as the outcome of human–landscape interactions, both of which can
manifest landscape perception. Based on the philosophical ideologies of his time, Lothian
(1999) [105] compared the objectivist and subjectivist paradigms in landscape assessment.
He concluded that the subjective method is a more reasonable method for evaluating
the landscape. In this research, we found that the physical features of a landscape are as
important as the eye of the beholder because they are prerequisites for capturing people’s
attention. Objectivity, in this study, refers to the type of data we obtained that owe less to
individual subjectivity; therefore, such methods more realistically reflect the underlying
laws of landscape perception. Some studies have been conducted by combining objective
and subjective methods to evaluate landscape [49,106,107]. Our results indicate that eye
tracking might be feasible as an alternative or complementary method in landscape research
to enable a more objective and scientific study, which corresponds to the conclusions in
other studies in this field [75,76].

Here, we emphasize that artificial elements impact landscape visual perception and
value assessment and that gender, expertise, and nationality, because of the different
experience and knowledge, also show different perceptual modes and characteristics. Eye-
tracking has been used in tourism studies mainly on advertisement effectiveness, with
few studies on rural or urban landscape research and almost none on tourism landscape
research [87,91,108]. However, visual characteristics are essential for tourism landscape
because tourists first visually receive sensory information of the surrounding environment.
Our observations contribute to a better understanding of landscape perception and the
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impact of artificial elements on landscape theoretically by combining visual behavior
with value assessment, providing, therefore, proper and practical guidance for landscape
utilization and tourism planning.

4.1. The Impact of Artificial Elements on Mountain Landscape Perception

The landscape has played a crucial role in attracting tourists. As pointed out in the
existing literature, aesthetics and culture are two of the most palpable features of the
landscape embedded in a particular place [9,11,14,15,22–26,93,94]. Our research results
further confirmed this: the temple landscape received the highest assessment score both in
aesthetic and cultural value, and the natural landscape received a higher aesthetic value
score because of their ecological traits and restorative and recreational benefits [4,109].

Harmony has long been used as a major criterion in landscape value assessment [36–42].
Existing research has shown that a landscape without artificial elements is perceived
as harmonious [42]. However, our study shows that special artificial structures may be
equally coherent with their natural surroundings. This is indicated by the temple landscape,
which tends to have a more traditional structure, scoring higher on harmony than the
natural landscape, which is consistent with the results of existing research [31,50,93].
Temples, especially Taoist temples, are places where people seek peace, relaxation, and
spiritual solace, and such temples are built explicitly by integrating human and natural
elements. The features of such places are appealing to stressed people living in modern
cities with busy lives [32,68,110]. Traditional elements such as temples have long been
perceived as coexisting with mountain landscapes or being rooted in the mountains for
thousands of years. Thus, people may tend to perceive temples as harmonious with its
mountainous surroundings. On the contrary, modern hotels appeared relatively recently
with industrialization and globalization. People might have a more traditional perspective
and may not be used to such modern objects visually and cognitively [111,112], and such
man-made structures may be considered disharmonious or intrusive elements.

Existing research shows that artificial elements are given more visual sensitivity in a
landscape. The more visually sensitive the landscape is, the more visual pollution will be
caused, and the more disharmonious the landscape will be [45,48,85,113]. This is reflected
in this study. Hotels are the most obtrusive element and are perceived first and fore-
most. Temples received more attention from the subjects than their natural surroundings.
Although temple landscapes received the highest assessment value (both in aesthetics
and culture), they received less viewing time and attention than hotels. Similarly, hotel
landscapes had the lowest value but received the most visual attention; natural landscapes
had a moderate value and received the least visual attention. Therefore, landscape surface
features and people’s interests could be implied by the visual attention to some extent,
but not all aspects. In this study, the subjects’ landscape value assessment only partially
reflected their visual characteristics. The mechanism between visual behavior and value
assessment during landscape perception requires further investigation.

4.2. Demographic Differences in Mountain Landscape Perception

As research has shown a preference for the empiricism paradigm recently, knowl-
edge acquired from experience in a particular circumstance (a posteriori knowledge) is
recognized as an essential factor affecting landscape perception. Gender, expertise, and
nationality are three of the variables most often studied [59–63]. In this study, men showed
higher value assessment scores and paid more visual attention to landscapes than women,
with the exception of natural landscapes. Men had lower value assessment scores for the
natural landscape and higher value assessment scores for the temple and hotel landscapes.
This significant gender difference is consistent with the studies of Li et al. [82] and Wang
et al. [84] which have shown that men are more likely to perceive the humanistic attribute
than compared to women. As revealed by many studies, gender also significantly affects at-
tribute recognition of tourism destinations, value assessment, and travel behavior [64,114].
Personality differences between men and women may emerge as the cause of the land-
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scape perception differences. Moreover, the reason people stay in an area with a particular
landscape or environment also affected landscape assessment [65,115].

One exciting finding in this study is that the three types of landscapes were paid
a greater amount of visual attention but were given lower value assessment scores by
experts than laymen. One possible explanation is that experts tend to spend more time
scrutinizing the landscape and carry out a stricter standard for value assessment from a
professional perspective [66,116]. Furthermore, location also plays an important role in
landscape perception. This research shows that people from different countries may hold
various opinions about a landscape, consistent with previous studies [68,98,117]. In the
study presented by Wang et al. (2016) [68], Australian participants fixated more frequently
and for longer durations on tourism images than Chinese participants. Fixation also varied
with image conditions, with the Chinese group having particularly low fixation durations
and counts for the low arousal or natural condition. Perhaps because of their curiosity
or yearning for novelty, foreigners might have longer visual attention span and provide
higher value assessment scores of the landscapes than native subjects.

4.3. Limitations and Future Research

This paper has certain limitations. First, using landscape images may have been
resulted in conclusions that are similar to those made using actual landscapes; however,
the limited number of images and photographic techniques cannot completely replace an
actual landscape. Additionally, landscape information may be omitted from the images.
Panoramic photos or virtual reality might be a better alternative in obtaining research
results accurately [104,118]. Second, this study included only college students as subjects.
In future research, a more diversified sample, with different educational backgrounds
and age groups, is needed in order to improve the validity of the research. The number
of participants is a key factor for validity and efficacy in a study. Although a sample
containing over 30 participants has been reported as a valid sample size in previous eye
movement studies [68,87,104], social surveys such as the landscape assessment used in
this study generally required a larger sample size, around 300–500 participants [16]. It is
essential to connect psychological experiments and social surveys properly to discover
the underlying implications. Eye-tracking still remains a new tool in landscape research,
and it might be more appropriate to use it as an assisted method functioning together
with questionnaires. Finally, human visual perception and psychological cognition are
two mutually influenced processes; the interaction between subjects’ visual attention to
landscapes and their real interest in it requires further discussion. Visual fixations are
selected according to visual acuity and color sensitivity in a human vision system. The
visual–cognitive system patterns the viewing process by actively controlling fixations
directly relative to important and informative visual cues [119]. In addition, layout, colors,
lighting, and other attributes of landscape photos require thorough consideration in future
research.

5. Conclusions

This study aimed to examine the effect of artificial elements on mountain landscape
perception through the eye-tracking method. Our results indicate that artificial elements
stand out visually in a natural landscape. The hotel, a modern artificial entity, is considered
as visual pollution and received negative landscape value assessments. By contrast, the
temple is generally regarded as a traditional and distinctive element that is harmonious
with the mountain landscape. Temples have a higher landscape value because of their
spiritual significance, which demonstrates that temples should be preserved as valuable
tourism resources. Modern artificial facilities such as hotels are considered to have a
greater visual impact and should be evaluated before construction. Otherwise, improper
construction in a landscape may become a negative intrusion, similarly to a misplaced
brushstroke in a painting, resulting in abandoned tourism sites and a waste of tourism
resources. More attention should be paid to the negative impact of modern buildings in
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already harmonious environments, and more sustainable tourism development in such
areas is needed. For mountainous tourism areas, hotels could be located at the foot of or
around mountains instead of at the mountainsides or peaks. Architectural design with
more harmonious appearance (i.e., in terms of color, shape, materials, etc.) with relative to
the surrounding natural landscape should be given more attention in tourism planning
and development. For the most famous mountain tourism spots, such as Mount Huang,
a two-day trip with a one night stay on a mountain is necessary, causing the demand
for accommodation. The academic and practical question of how tourist demand can be
balanced with landscape protection remains to be investigated for tourism planners and
developers, and more research is needed in the future.

Based on the theories of environmental psychology, this study tested whether socio-
demographic factors affect landscape perception in a top-down cognitive mode. The
findings indicate that gender, expertise, and nationality affect both landscape visual be-
haviors and landscape value assessments. Men, in general, observed the landscapes in
more detail and for a longer duration; men also had higher landscape value assessment
scores than women. Experts were more likely to observe landscapes with greater scrutiny
and provide lower landscape value assessment scores, probably due to their professional
knowledge on landscapes. In terms of both eye movement and landscape value assessment,
foreigners scored higher than Chinese participants. Curiosity is probably the most relevant
explanation for this difference.

This study measured landscape visual perception and value assessments by an eye-
tracking experiment on artificial elements interfering with mountain landscapes. A sys-
tematic research framework combining the external factors of landscape surface features
and internal factors of socio-demographics was applied. Eye-tracking as a method recently
applied in landscape research can obtain a more objective and quantitative visual behavior
data. The feasibility of the eye-tracking method on landscape perception research has
been tested in this study, which provides certain theoretical and methodological inno-
vations. Nevertheless, as a primary study, there are still some limitations. The images
used were mainly second-hand images. Photographs taken by the researchers themselves
might contain more landscape information. Furthermore, panoramic images or virtual
reality technologies might reveal more information if applied to landscape research. Addi-
tionally, sample selection must be considered more rigorously. The relationship between
eye movement and landscape assessment and the underlying mechanism require further
discussions.
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